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manga is from a local author named kotkata who's been writing this story for over a year

now. it's told from the perspective of hinata's mother, shino who's been watching her
daughter's every move for the past 10 years. she's seen her daughter grow up, get
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hentai the art style is a little different in this one but it's still pretty good. i'm loving how

hentai kakashi has his pants around his ankles while he's getting fuck doggy style. the girls
in this one are all pretty nice too and overall this story has a nice feel to it. shesays hentai
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Tsunade is a skilled physician and researcher as well, having studied the medical
knowledge of the Uchiha Clan for over a decade. She is also a talented biologist,

discovering the secret of Uchiha Madara's and Obito's powers as well as the Uchiha
ancestor's chakra reserves. She had a sister called Miyuki, who was also a Uchiha and a

classmate of Naruto. She also had a pet monkey, Go. Tsunade is the first kunoichi to
perform the Susanoo-no-Mikoto seal, and the first to break it. A seal given to her by the

Second Hokage, it transfers her chakra to her target, and is activated by turning her target
into a field of energy around her. Tsunade is proficient in several types of ninjutsu, and is
quite adept at using the clone jutsu. As one of the world's most proficient mass-produce
ninja, she can effortlessly produce as many clones at will. The technique allows her to

preserve them as if they were her body itself, unlike Kurama, and with the clone technique,
all of her clones can absorb taijutsu attacks as well, as they are equipped with her body's

chakra. Because of this, Naruto notes that her clones seem to have a life of their own.
Tsunade can also move through the barrier a clone's field of energy creates to freely use
her taijutsu techniques on them. Her strongest technique by far is a technique called, a

mass-production ninjutsu technique that can produce up to three clones at once, and which
can produce clones that are harder to break than a kunai's shuriken. Even through the

barrier, Tsunade can use her chakra to greatly speed up the clones' healing, making the
clones a far more dangerous opponent to fight against. 5ec8ef588b
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